NOTICE
100 by BILL DRUMMOND
100 IS A BOOK BY BILL DRUMMOND AND IS ABOUT:
EXPERIMENTING WITH THE INTERVIEW PROCESS
RESPONDING FAVOURABLY TO THE FIRST 25 INTERVIEW REQUESTS
LIMITING EACH JOURNALIST TO FOUR QUESTIONS
STIPULATING THE QUESTIONS HAVE NOT BEEN ASKED OF HIM BEFORE
ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS IN FULL AND IN WRITING
PUBLISHING THE 100 ANSWERS TO THE 100 QUESTIONS IN ONE BOOK
AND CONTAINS THE WORDS:
‘In interviews it seemed as if I was always being asked a variant of the same four questions. Thus had my
polished stock answers to give. I always had a pretty clear idea how these interviews would end up once they
were published. The first half of the feature would be a précis of my career to date. In recent years this has
often been lifted from the Bill Drummond page at Wikipedia, factual errors included. The second half would be
about modern culture and how the things I do, relate to it. This latter half might be hung around a few quotes
selected from the recording of the interview - often these quotes were taken out of context. To me, this
seemed unsatisfactory. I was either going to give up doing interviews altogether or make the interviews I
gave, every bit as much part of my creative process, as the books I write, the actions I provoke or the music
I instigate.
For years I tried to have some ‘control’ over the media I appeared in by being as picky as I could about the
interviews I gave. The thinking being, that by attempting this, somehow I would be able to make my media
presence work for me. As of the 1 January 2010, I flipped this thinking. I decided I would respond favourably
to the first 25 interview requests that came my way, whatever the status of the journal, with the one, okay two,
provisos – they could only ask me four questions and these four questions must never have been asked of
me before.
As yet I am uncertain if this has worked, I know many of those asking the questions have felt stifled.
But maybe I should get even more hard core, use the same process but not give anymore than 25 further
interviews, between now and whenever I die.’
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